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Blowin’ STEAM Grant Application 

 

Smartphones are everywhere. Technology has become an ingrained part of most people’s 

daily lives. Many schools and libraries offer resources to help people understand and use all of 

the technology around them, including computers, the Internet, and eservices, including access to 

e-books, online magazines, and databases. New technology trends come and go quickly with 

varying success levels, but some new technology is here to stay.  

 

 As a culture, we have dreamed about the possibilities and dangers of virtual reality 

software for decades. Video games are growing more and more immersive. In 2016, multiple 

virtual reality gaming systems will be put on the market including Playstation’s Project 

Morpheus (Yoshida, 2015), the Oculus Touch (Oculus, 2015), and Virtuex’s Omni (Virtuix, 

2015). These technologies will change the way people play games, watch movies, and engage 

with the real world since, for the first time, people can engage in a virtual world with Matrix-

level immersion.  

 

 While each of these tech tools will provide amazing experiences, one thing is certain: 

they will all be expensive. Rather than waiting for these tech tools to be released to the public 

and slowly reach reasonable prices, Google has offered something that creates a similar 

experience right now: Google Cardboard.  

 

 
"Assembled Google Cardboard VR mount" (Othree, 2015) 

  

Google Cardboard is not as sleek or cool looking as Project Morpheus’s headgear, but it 

approaches virtual reality and immersive experiences from the viewpoint of an average 

technology user. The setup is similar to view masters or a pair of binoculars, and most versions 

are made out of cardboard. Sets can be made at home or purchased for less than $20. The best 

part? All you need to explore new places using this headgear is something that most of the 
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population already has—a smartphone. Google has taken multi-thousand dollar products and 

simplified them into something that anyone can use to explore the world and create their own 

virtual experiences. What’s the perfect place to start testing this new technology of the future? 

Your local library.  

 

Project Pickerington 

 

 Project Pickerington will encompass a long-term effort for teens to digitize their home, 

the city of Pickerington, by creating photo spheres of their community and sharing them with the 

rest of the word. The initiative will begin with a kickoff program for teens where librarians will 

teach them how to use Google Cardboard, introduce them to new virtual reality apps compatible 

with the program, and show them how to create their own immersive worlds through photo 

spheres, Google Camera, and Google Cardboard technology. Teens will use their new 

knowledge to create virtual tours of Pickerington Public Library (PPL) to be posted on PPL’s 

website and social media pages during the kickoff program and to eventually create virtual tours 

of many parts of Pickerington.  

 

 Project Pickerington’s purpose is three-fold:  

 To provide teens with access to new technology they may not be aware of 

 To engage teens in technology-based programs that support connected learning 

and lead to creation of tools used by community 

 To complete the library’s mission statement: “Inspire Knowledge, Connect 

Community, Enrich our World, Read!” (PPL, 2015) 

 

Initial Program 

 

 The kickoff program of Project Pickerington will serve as an introduction to Google 

Cardboard, virtual reality apps, photo sphere software, and creating photo spheres for others to 

explore. Details on preparation will be included in the timeline and planning sheets included later 

in this document. Teens will be encouraged to bring their own smartphones with them to the 

program.  

 

 At the kickoff program, teens will enter the large meeting room (set up with tables with 

supplies on each), be greeted by the librarian, and explore the materials (books and movies) 

available on virtual reality, video games, and the future of technology. A table tent will be 

positioned at each table that includes QR codes and links to different websites teens can access 

on their phones about these same topics. Each table will also include four set-up but smartphone-

less Google Cardboard kits and one of the pre-set-up Google Cardboard kits with a library-

owned smartphone already inside and set to a different famous location on Google Street View. 

Teens will be encouraged to explore the cardboard themselves and pass it around before the 

program starts.  
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 Once the program start time is reached, the librarian will move to the front of the room 

and use a PowerPoint with examples of photo spheres and videos to quickly explain how Google 

Cardboard works. She will show teens how to connect to the library’s Wi-Fi, access Google 

Maps and Street View in cardboard-mode, move around to make the image they are seeing 

change with them, and how to insert their phone into the cardboard. If more teens attend the 

program than cardboard sets are available, teens will pair off or form small groups with the 

available cardboard for this portion of the program. Teens will be encouraged to explore 

different locations and test out the features of cardboard while the librarian (or librarians if 

available) helps each group make the cardboard and phones work. 

 

 Once everyone has Google Cardboard working, the librarian will have teens split into two 

groups (if more teens are present than Google Cardboard devices, then teens whose phones are 

currently not in the Google Cardboard will participate in this portion first).  

 

Group 1 will use the Google Camera app on their phones to create photo spheres of 

different parts of the Pickerington Library. The librarian will explain how to do this (the program 

is very similar to taking pictures on a regular camera, so it should not be a difficult or lengthy 

process). Once students have taken a few photo spheres of the library from different rooms or 

points of view, they will upload them to Google Maps using the share feature on Google Camera.  

 

 Group 2 will be exploring the Google Cardboard apps, including virtual reality games, 

while Group 1 is taking pictures. Group 1 will need to return to the meeting room to upload their 

photo spheres so that everyone else can view each other’s photos. Once Group 1 has returned, 

Group 2 will remove their phones from the Cardboard and take pictures around the library. 

Ideally, one librarian will remain with the group wandering the library, and one librarian will 

remain in the meeting room.  

 

 Once all groups have returned, teens will have access to the Google Cardboard devices 

for the remainder of the program. The librarian will explain how anyone with a PPL library card 

will be able to check out Google Cardboard kits from the circulation desk for up to a week.  

 

Continued Technology Access 

 

 Five of the 15 Google Cardboard kits will be available for anyone to borrow after the first 

kickoff program. The teens at the program will be the first people made aware that they are 

available for loan, giving them first priority for borrowing the devices. Anyone borrowing the kit 

will be given a small pamphlet with instructions on how to use the device, how to create photo 

spheres, and a list of supported apps of interest.  

 

Continued Program Series and Future Partnerships 

 

 Project Pickerington will continue to develop long-term through a series of programs and 

partnerships encouraging teens to virtually record the city of Pickerington. The 10 Google 
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Cardboard devices not available for loan will be taken by librarians, along with the three library-

owned phones, to different community locations for teens to use to create photos of the world 

around them using Google Camera and Google Street View. These partnerships will begin with 

Pickerington Central High School (across the street from the library), other Pickerington schools, 

the skate park, and Rule 3 (a teen hangout, arcade, and bowling alley). The library will reach out 

to the City of Pickerington and other private locations in Pickerington to discover if they would 

be interested in partnering with the library to have photo spheres created for their location by 

community teens.  

 

 Pickerington Library will host links to all of the Pickerington photo spheres on their 

website and will partner with the City of Pickerington to promote these virtual tours of 

Pickerington online through the City of Pickerington’s website and social media outlets as well.  

 

Reaching Underserved Populations 

 

 The Google Cardboard devices and library-owned phones will be used as an outreach 

tool to serve underserved populations in the community including special education classrooms 

at Pickerington middle and high schools, ESOL students at the local schools, and homeschooled 

populations. The library-owned phones will be taken to outreach locations such as the County 

Juvenile Detention Center and the YWCA Family Center (homeless shelter for families), both in 

central Ohio. The library-owned phones will allow teens in these difficult situations to still be 

able to explore new technology, immerse themselves in parts of the world they may not have 

been able to imagine seeing before using the Google Maps feature, and take pictures of their own 

surroundings that they can choose to share with the world.  

 

Everyone Benefits from Project Pickerington 

 

Community 

 

 The Pickerington Public Library (PPL) serves the 18,291 people who live in the 

Pickerington, Ohio area as well as members of other local communities including Canal 

Winchester, Licking Country, Groveport, Brice, and Columbus. Of the direct members of the 

PPL service area, 18.2% are tweens or teens ages 10-19. Most of the population identifies as 

white (80.1%) with the next largest minorities identifying themselves as African American 

(13%) and two or more races (3.1%), and these numbers remain consistent amongst the tween 

and teen demographics. Most of the population falls into the upper-middle class, with the median 

household income at $81,540 and only 4.4% of the population below the poverty level (U.S. 

Census Bureau, 2010).  

 

 The Pickerington community completed a survey in May 2015 conducted through 

Pickerington Schools. Seventy-six percent of responders stated that they believed the school 

district should focus on STEM education and 65.4% believe the district should focus on 

expanding classroom learning technology (Pickerington Board of Education, 2015a, p. 17). 
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Pickerington Schools already offer a variety of STEM programming and classes through both the 

Ridgeview STEM Junior High, which focuses on technology, robotics, and engineering 

(Pickerington Schools, 2015a, p. 9), and the high schools’ Innovation Generation initiative, 

which gives students the opportunity to focus on career paths in healthcare and advanced 

robotics (Pickerington Schools, n.d., Innovation Generation section). 

 

 By purchasing the materials and creating programs related to virtual reality software, PPL 

will be helping to further the community’s and school’s goals of creating a strong STEM-based 

education program. In addition, select purchased materials will be available for public use 

outside of scheduled teen programs, allowing for everyone in the community to learn and benefit 

from this new form of technology.  

 

Library 

 

 PPL will benefit from this proposal in multiple ways. First, no library in the Columbus, 

Ohio area provides this kind of technology to patrons or offers programs using the newest virtual 

reality software. By embracing this new technology first, PPL will be a leader amongst its peer 

locations and will attract patrons outside of the normal demographic area.  

 

 Second, according to PPL’s vision statement, PPL wants to be “a vital, involved and 

evolving community resource, meeting the life-long learning and enjoyment needs of our 

citizens” (PPL, 2015) through the following five focus areas: 

 

 Developing Dynamic Patron Services: By offering programs and providing Google 

Cardboard materials for loan, PPL will be creating a new, interactive service that 

encourages patrons to explore new technology and look at their community in new ways. 

 Staffing Specialized Personnel: While this technology would not require the hiring of 

any additional personnel, it will require staff training so that all staff members can assist 

patrons borrowing these materials. The training in this unique form of technology will 

help make all of the staff more specialized in this one area. 

 Establishing Sustainable Funding: The funding required for this initiative is entirely 

covered by the 2015 Nichols Foundation Grant. Once the success and popularity of these 

tools have been tested, there will be a pool of data to use to apply for more funding to 

expand this initiative and other teen STEAM programs in the future. 

 Going ‘Beyond The Book’: Google Cardboard and the accompanying photo sphere and 

virtual reality software will help the library establish a place in the community beyond 

books and will give patrons a new way to connect with their community.  

 Investing in Enhanced Library Facilities: This new service will expand the technology 

currently offered by providing a tool that members of the community may be unaware of 

or may not have regular access to. Google Cardboard and virtual reality software will 

only continue to grow as an educational tool and a part of many people’s daily lives. By 

embracing this technology now, PPL and the Pickerington community will be a step 

ahead of other libraries and communities in Ohio.  
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Target Audience: Pickerington Teens 

 

 While the technology will be available for in-library use by all patrons, the primary 

audience of Google Cardboard and the accompanying programs will be teens. Approximately 

6,700 tweens and teens are enrolled at the Pickerington middle schools, junior high schools, and 

high schools (Pickerington Schools, 2015b). Each of the junior high schools and high schools 

offer STEAM-focused courses and clubs.  

 

The new Google Cardboard technology will appeal to students already interested in 

technology, science, virtual reality, and photography, and, due to its simplicity, any student with 

a smartphone. While there are no precise numbers on the amount of teens with smartphones in 

Pickerington, OH, nearly three quarters of teens in the United States have their own smartphone, 

and almost all teens are familiar with the technology (Lenhart, 2015). The simplicity of the 

Google Cardboard program allows any teen to explore other places easily using their own phone. 

The simplicity of this new tech as well as the ability to use everything they learn about at the 

library on their own device, will make these programs appealing to teens.  

 

 Project Pickerington helps its target audience, the teens of Pickerington, by: 

 

Enhancing Resources: Project Pickerington provides teens in the community with constant 

access to a new form of virtual reality hardware, Google Cardboard. Teens will be able to access 

these resources during specified teen programs inside the library and around the community as 

well as through a borrowing system. Partnerships with teachers at Pickerington schools will 

allow librarians and teachers to engage students with these tools as well. Teens will also have 

access to the 3 library-owned smartphones for in-library use, providing teens who may not have 

their own device a way to explore Google Cardboard and explore different Wi-Fi-compatible 

phone apps.  

 

Enhancing Programs: The Google Cardboard tools as well as the smartphones will serve as a 

new resource for librarians planning teen programs. In addition to serving as a tool for an easily 

mobile program where students can take pictures and immerse themselves in the community, the 

devices can be used for a variety of other programs. Gaming programs could be enhanced with 

virtual reality games available on these devices in addition to board games and video games. 

Book clubs discussing books with realistic settings could use the devices to help immerse teens 

in the places they are reading about.  

 

Enhancing Services: The Google Cardboard tools and Wi-Fi-compatible smartphones will be 

useful to enhance current library services for teens, including the Homework Help Center. The 

smartphones can be used separately from the Google Cardboard devices as a tool to access the 

Internet if computers are unavailable or for app-specific homework help. The Google Cardboard 

devices can be used to help students understand concepts about specific locations they may be 

studying in school.  
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Goals and Objectives 

 

 Engage teens with virtual reality software through Google Cardboard. 

o Within two months of purchasing materials, host a kickoff program that teaches 

teens about the future of virtual reality and how Google Cardboard works.  

o Within six months of purchasing materials, host 6 programs at locations outside 

the library through community partnerships, bringing Google Cardboard to teens 

outside of those regularly served.  

o Within a year of purchasing materials, have one or more teens host a program for 

their peers teaching them about Google Cardboard and virtual reality software. 

 

 Launch Project Pickerington, a community digitization project managed by local teens. 

o Within six months after the initial program, have teens borrow Google Cardboard 

devices and create photo spheres with them at least 10 times per device.  

o Within a year after the initial program, host 10 programs throughout the 

Pickerington community for teens to expand the PPL photo sphere catalog.  

o Within two years after the initial program, have a catalog of 100 photo spheres of 

Pickerington accessible by the community via the PPL website and social media 

pages.    

 

 Help teens develop technical and creative skills that will be useful in the workforce. 

o Within six months after the initial program, create a group of 3-5 teen “experts” 

who are well-versed in Google Cardboard and act as assistants at programs and 

technical teachers that lead their peers. 

o Within two years after the initial program, work with teen experts and community 

teens to develop further long-term projects, goals, and objectives for the use of 

Google Cardboard and virtual reality technology.  

 

Outcomes for Teens 

 

 Interest in technology and future of virtual reality 

 Interest in understanding how virtual reality apps work  

 Ability to make a photo sphere and share it online 

 Ability to analyze what makes a good quality photo sphere 

 Increased exploration of new technology opportunities 

 Increased connection to PPL and Pickerington community 

 Increased interest in STEM courses and clubs at Pickerington Schools 

 

Project Pickerington and YALSA Teen Programming Guidelines 

 

 The current Teen Programming Guidelines created by YALSA include a variety of 

important goals for teen librarians to aim for when providing programming needs. Project 

Pickerington focuses on the following guidelines (YALSA, 2015). 
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1.0 Create programming that reflects the needs and identities of all teens in the community.  

Google Cardboard is a universal program that teaches new technology skills to everyone. The 

library will have library-owned smartphones available for use with these programs to make the 

programs accessible to all teens regardless of income level. Also, an aspect of the library’s 

decision to add Google Cardboard to its programming efforts was the strong emphasis of 

STEAM tools and programming already available to Pickerington teens. STEM initiatives are 

very important to Pickerington Schools, and the middle schools and high schools already offer a 

variety of computer, coding, and robotics courses. Since these resources are already available to 

teens, the library needed to think outside of some of the more traditional STEM paths to find a 

niche area with technology that Pickerington teens do not already have access to or information 

about.  

 

2.0 Align programs with community and library priorities.  

Since STEM initiatives are priorities of the community, any STEAM programming idea aligns 

well with community and local school priorities. The library has been looking to expand its 

resources beyond books as well as focus on connecting the community. The new technology 

added to the library’s collection through Project Pickerington develops these resources. The 

long-term goal of Project Pickerington, digitizing Pickerington through photo spheres, helps 

connect the community to this teen-driven project.   

 

3.0 Facilitate teen-led programs. 

While the initial Project Pickerington program will be library-led since librarians will be 

teaching teens how to use the materials, the development of programs in the future will be reliant 

on teen interest in the material and a teen desire to show their peers how to use the programs. 

Teens who attended Google Cardboard programs will be encouraged to create and lead similar 

learning programs in the future. The innovative software also allows teens to expand their 

knowledge and discover new ways to experience the world with Google Cardboard. Also, 

librarians will engage teens using this technology at a variety of outreach locations, including 

schools and other youth-focused organizations. The benefit of extra-publicity for a variety of 

locations through the creation of photo spheres will help develop even more relationships with a 

variety of organizations.  

 

4.0 Develop interest-based, developmentally appropriate programs that support connected 

learning.  

The technical skills gained from this new, rapidly-growing technological field will prepare 

students for the workforce by helping them develop technical skills in a non-traditional platform, 

an understanding of how different apps work with different software, and an ability to look at the 

world around them creatively and with an artistic eye. Through Project Pickerington, teens will 

collaborate with their peers to create content that will be available online for millions of people 

to explore. Teens will be able to combine their knowledge of social media with these new forms 

of media to share what they have learned with their peers. 
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Evaluating the Impact  

 

The success of Google Cardboard and Project Pickerington will be evaluated through 

both data and surveys to determine the programs and technologies success at achieving the goals, 

objectives, and teen outcomes. The following methods will be applied: 

 

Data Collection and Evaluation 

 

 Teen Program Attendance. All teen program attendance will be compared to attendance 

at other teen programs as well as prior Google Cardboard programs. This will be 

analyzed in each formal program evaluation report. The following questions will be 

considered: Is attendance increasing over time or has program attendance stagnated once 

teens know how to use the software? Do programs at outreach locations have more or 

less teens in attendance than those at the library?  

 Web Views. The online Project Pickerington webpage and photo sphere views will be 

collected and compared each month to see if anyone is using the website. Are the spheres 

viewed on computers or through mobile devices?  

 Circulation Data. Librarians will review the circulation data for Google Cardboard kits 

each month. Are the devices circulating regularly? Is there a waiting list? Are all of the 

devices sitting on the shelf?  

 School District Data. Data from the school district will be analyzed each school year to 

see if teens are signing up for more STEM classes and clubs after the program was 

installed. If possible, the library can compare course registration with lists of students 

attending library STEM programs to see if there is any overlap.  

 Photo Sphere Database. The number of photo spheres created will also be analyzed as 

well as information about those photo spheres each month. Do teens make photo spheres 

outside of the set programs? Are only teens making photo spheres or are other 

community members uploading them as well? Do the number of photo spheres increase 

or decrease over time? 

 

Surveys and Written Evaluations 

 

 Pre- and Post-Program Surveys. Teens will complete short surveys before and after 

each program to determine their background and interest in virtual reality and Google 

cardboard. Questions will include: How much do you know about Google Cardboard 

(rank on a scale)? Are you more interested in Google Cardboard and virtual reality after 

this program? What do you want to learn more about, what could have made this program 

better? What is one way you plan to continue to explore virtual reality and Google 

Cardboard after this program? 

 Long-Term Surveys. Teens who attend multiple programs and actively participate in 

creating photospheres will be asked to complete surveys at various intervals (one month, 

three months, six months, etc.) to answer questions such as: Why are you coming back to 
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different programs? What interests you the most? What have you done to explore STEM 

related interests outside of the library as a result of these programs? 
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Itemized Budget 

Item justifications on following page.  

 

 Item Item Cost Quantity Total Cost Link 

 EightOnes VR Kit Google Cardboard Kit (Jet Black) $16.99 15 $254.85 http://amzn.com/B00Q5K9R3K  

 LG Nexus 5 D820 Unlocked Cellphone, 16 GB, 

Black 

$209.00 3 $627.00 
http://amzn.com/B00GGQJL2K  

 SanDisk Ultra 64GB Mirco SD Card $24.99 3 $74.97 http://amzn.com/B010Q588D4  

 Nexus 5 Screen Protector and Google Nexus 5 Case 

ULTRA HYBRID Series 

$9.99 3 $29.97 
http://amzn.com/B00FJJ38HY   

 Amazon Tax $5.61 1 $5.61  

 Snacks from Walmart $7.60 1 $7.60  

Total Cost    $1,000  

 

If the price increases for any items, then the following steps will be taken until the price difference is resolved: 

 Elimination of snack budget (save $7.60) 

 Reduce SanDisk 64 Micro SD Card to SanDisk 32 GB Micro SD Card (save $33) 

 Reduce 15 Google Cardboard Kits to 10 Google Cardboard Kits (save $84.77) 

 

If the LG Nexus 5 price increases beyond budget capabilities (current cost is long-term sale price not highest possible price), the 

following steps will be taken: 

 Replace the LG Nexus 5 with the BLM Vivo Air LTE Smartphone (highest price $199.00) 

 Replace Nexus 5 Screen Protector and Case with BLU Vivo Air Case ($7.99) 

 Add 1 additional Google Cardboard Kit ($16.99) 

 Add leftover funds to snacks for program (snack budget becomes $26.61) 

 

 

http://amzn.com/B00Q5K9R3K
http://amzn.com/B00GGQJL2K
http://amzn.com/B010Q588D4
http://amzn.com/B00FJJ38HY
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Budget Justifications 

 

15 EightOnes VR Google Cardboard Kit: This kit has high reviews, is very simple to put 

together, and includes a head strap to create a more immersive experience. Although Google 

Cardboard can be made without having to purchase sets, the process is difficult, time consuming, 

and not guaranteed to work well. This set is well-designed, attractive, and holds up well to 

constant use. Fifteen kits will be purchased to provide as immersive an experience as possible for 

as many teens as possible. Five of the kits will be available in regular circulation, so they may 

not always be available for program usage. The remaining ten kits will provide one kit per teen at 

an average Pickerington teen program (attendance is typically around 10 teens at a program) or 

the ability to share a kit with a partner in a school or classroom environment.  

 

LG Nexus 5 D820 Unlocked Cellphone, 16 GB: Google Cardboard was designed with the 

Nexus 5 and Nexus 6 in mind, so the software works the best on these devices. The library will 

need to purchase a few unlocked phones so that teens who do not have their own smartphones 

will still be able to participate in the program. The unlocked phones will act as mini-tablets when 

connected to Wi-Fi but will not require a cell phone contract because they will only be using Wi-

Fi, not making calls or sending texts. The Nexus 5 is much more affordable than the Nexus 6. 

While other phones will work that are cheaper, this phone has the best pixel resolution, RAM 

quantity, and speed to run all of the virtual reality programs quickly and without lag.  

 

SanDisk Ultra 64GB Micro SD Card: Each phone will be equipped with a 64 GB Micro SD 

card (the largest available for the phones selected) to store apps, photo spheres, videos, and any 

other software necessary to run the phone.  

 

Nexus 5 Screen Protector and Google Nexus 5 Case: Although the phones cannot have a case 

on them while in the Google Cardboard device, the phones will be used around the library for 

other purposes and programs. When being used by patrons in the library or for homework help 

purposes, the phones will need some protection to avoid damage. This case receives high ratings, 

is cheap, and provides ample protection. 

 

Snacks from Walmart: Any leftover funds will be used to purchase snacks for the initial 

kickoff program.  

 

Timeline and Program Planning 

 

Deadline Tasks 

Two Months Out  Receive Grant Funding  

 Purchase Materials 

Seven Weeks 

Out 
 Receive Materials 

 Select and confirm program kickoff date and time 

 Send information about date to administration, library staff, library 

event calendar, and other necessary locations 
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 Book meeting room for event 

Six Weeks Out  Make sure all materials are compatible and test activities 

 Reach out to STEM teachers and club leaders about new technology 

and upcoming kickoff program (email and phone calls) 

 Set up preview event of technology at middle schools and high schools 

in media centers or cafeterias 

 Create library display previewing new technology and kickoff program 

 Meet with IT department or staff to figure out how to embed photo 

spheres on PPL’s website 

 Meet with administration to determine check-out procedures for 

borrowing Google Cardboard kits and in-library use of phones 

 Schedule extra staff member(s) for program assistance 

 Reach out to City of Pickerington to explain program and long-term 

goal to digitalize Pickerington 

Five Weeks Out  Create and print flyers advertising program 

 Post on social media about program 

Four Weeks Out  Visit local schools with Google Cardboard kits with library phones 

inside to promote interest 

 Meet with school administration about the possibility of creating photo 

spheres in the school at a future date (after kickoff program) 

 Reach out to potential contacts about the possibility of creating photo 

spheres at their venues at a future date (after kickoff program) 

 Provide schools and local teen interest locations with flyers and 

information about program 

 Post on social media about program  

Three Weeks 

Out 
 Finalize check-out guidelines with administration 

 Create training materials for staff on check-out procedures and use of 

Google Cardboard kits and phones 

 Post on social media about program  

 Reserve virtual reality books, movies, and other materials to be 

available for checkout at program 

Two Weeks Out  Present Google Cardboard kits and training at staff meeting  

 Post on social media about program  

 Notify local newspapers about program and new technology 

 Reach out to teens who typically attend teen programs inviting them to 

this specific program 

 Create sample photo sphere (walk through entire process to make sure 

it works) 

 Create table tents with information on virtual reality apps and software 

 Create flyers for teens to take home after program with information 

One Week Out  Answer any staff questions about devices and email a FAQ if necessary 

to staff 

 Post on social media about program 
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 Make sure projector is working and all Google Cardboard kits are 

folded and prepared 

 Finalize videos and PowerPoint to be shown at beginning of program  

 Practice teaching aspects of program 

 Create pre- and post-program quick surveys for participants  

 Create signs to be placed around library that teens will be taking 

pictures for project in library to make patrons aware 

 Prepare 5 Google Cardboard kits for checkout purposes 

 Print table tents, flyers, surveys, library signs, and other paperwork  

Day Before  Make sure all equipment is charged  

 Make sure projector works  

 Post on social media about program 

 Meet with any staff working with the event to review details and role 

 Send out staff reminder email about event 

 Prepare all needed materials in one place for easy access 

 Purchase snacks if budget allows 

 Confirm that Google Cardboard kits are prepared behind circulation 

desk for checkout 

Big Day  Put up signs informing patrons of teens taking photos 

 Post on social media about program 

 Set up room – tables, chairs, devices, books, table tents, snacks 

 Run program 

 Count audience 

 Conduct pre- and post-surveys 

 Take (or have someone take) pictures or video of program  

 Clean up room 

 Send thank-you email to staff 

 Gauge audience’s interest and take quick evaluation notes 

Day After  Post on social media about event 

 Post on library staff web about event 

 Create written report 

 Analyze written surveys, attendance, and interest 

 Reach out to potential partners and tell them about program success 

 Based on interest of attendees, reach out to potential future “teen 

experts” to ask them about their interest in such a program 

 Send grant thank-you notes with pictures and links 

Week After  Make sure all photo spheres are uploaded to Google and onto PPL 

website 

 Check to see if any new photo spheres have been uploaded in the 

Pickerington area 

 Continue outreach efforts and solidify plans for future programs at 

different locations 

 Check on circulation of Google Cardboard kits 

 File any follow-up grant paperwork if necessary 
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Marketing and Promotion 

 

When marketing Project Pickerington, the library will focus on an extensive social media 

campaign and previews at the local schools. Flyers will also be posted at the schools and other 

local community locations including the movie theater, Rule 3, the skate park, the driver’s 

education school, and more.  

 

The social media campaign will use the Pickerington Public Library’s social media pages, 

particularly Twitter, Facebook, Tumblr, YouTube, and Pinterest, with Twitter, Facebook, and 

Tumblr receiving the most postings. A shelf will be created on the teen Goodreads page for 

virtual reality books as well. An Instagram page will be created for this campaign and for future 

use that will sync with the library’s Facebook page. Sample Tweets are listed below: 
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In addition to the above more general Tweets about the program, a series of Twitter and 

Instagram posts will use photo spheres from around the world to show how photospheres allow 

the viewer to see the world.  

 

 
 

 
 

 

In addition to these social media posts promoting the kickoff program, librarians will use 

the six weeks between receiving the Google Cardboard kits and the kickoff program to visit 
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Pickerington middle and high schools to promote the programs by giving students a glimpse of 

the capabilities of Google Cardboard for a few minutes. Librarians will visit STEM clubs and 

STEM courses for just a few minutes to talk about the upcoming program and to let students 

look through pre-set Google Cardboard sets with the library-owned phones. If possible, librarians 

will host a table in the media center, hallway, or cafeteria during busy times of the day to provide 

students with information about Google Cardboard and let students look at photo spheres for a 

few seconds to make students interested. The program is so immersive and intuitive that just 

allowing students to play with the software for a few minutes should make them curious enough 

to want to know more. A few days after this visit, the librarian will drop off flyers to be put up in 

classrooms and around the school reminding students about the program.  

 

Why Pickerington Public Library and Project Pickerington 

 

 The PPL operates on a limited financial budget approved by the Pickerington School 

Board each year. Local community taxes barely cover the cost of staffing the library; additional 

funds from the state public library fund, patron fines, and contributions are used to pay for 

collection development and all other services. The library budget relies heavily on contributions, 

gifts, and donations from the community which are fluctuating sources of income that are never 

guaranteed year to year (Pickerington Board of Education, 2015b). The library needs outside 

sources of income in order to meet the ever-growing technology needs of the surrounding 

community and teen population.  

 

 The Pickerington community and school district has already embraced the need for 

STEM programming. Classes in advanced robotics, coding, and using computers are already 

offered and encouraged for teens. In order to provide something unique, Pickerington Library 

needs to go outside of the box; providing teens with new, fascinating technology they do not 

experience at home or at school. Google Cardboard fills this gap and helps both students already 

interested in STEAM classes and students more hesitant about these areas discover a passion for 

technology through a program that mixes futuristic technology with creativity. Project 

Pickerington will provide teens with a new form of technology they have not yet experienced 

and create a new project for teens to embrace—using their smartphones and social media 

accounts to record the town they live in for the benefit of community members, visitors, and 

future generations.  
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